General-Purpose Test System Gets Digital Capability

HP's most general-purpose computerized automatic test system can now test digital and analog/digital electronic devices as well as purely analog devices. A new subsystem gives it a functional logic test capability.

By Leif Gudnitz and Homer Tsuda

Hewlett-Packard 9500 Series Automatic Test Systems are computerized systems for testing electronic devices. A 9500 system is a stimulus/response test system: it has power supplies and signal generators to provide input stimuli to the device under test, and it has measuring instruments to monitor the outputs produced by the device in response to the inputs. Everything is controlled by the computer, which is programmed in a version of the BASIC language called ATS BASIC*—it's an interactive, easy-to-learn language that includes statements for controlling instruments.

9500 systems are put together using mostly off-the-shelf hardware. They're modular in design, so they can be custom-tailored to fit a wide variety of electronic test applications. Modularity makes them easy to modify and expand, too.

Now these flexible, modular systems can test a wider variety of devices than ever before. A new digital test subsystem, Model 28035A, can be installed in any 9500 system just like any other instrument or module (see Fig. 1). It's designed to do functional logic testing (see box, page 4) and it gives the system the ability to control and test either purely digital devices or devices with combinations of analog and digital inputs and outputs. Previously, 9500 systems could only test analog devices. The digital test subsystem is itself modular and expandable, and it's designed to be reliable and easy to service. Self-test is done by diagnostic computer programs.

Digital Subsystem Capabilities

The new digital subsystem is suitable for testing integrated circuits, printed circuit cards, logic modules, and many other devices. Units to be tested may have as many as 240 pins (inputs and outputs). The subsystem's capacity can be expanded from 12 pins to 240 pins in 12-pin increments. Any pin can be designated as either an input or an output; this is done in the computer program and no hardware changes are necessary.

The digital subsystem supplies input pins with logic 'high' and logic 'low' levels between +12 V and -12 V, and supplies or sinks up to 30 mA of current at each pin. Logic high and low levels are preset independently and are the same for all pins. Output pins are tested by

* ATS (for Automatic Test System) BASIC is an expanded version of HP BASIC, specifically designed for instrument control in an automatic test system. One of its major features is a mnemonic statement form for instrument control, e.g., DCV() calls a dc voltage source control routine, DVM() calls a digital voltmeter control routine, etc.

Cover: 'Digital testing with HP 9500-Series Automatic Test Systems' is the idea we're trying to get across here. The instrument is the 9401B Digital Test Unit, heart of a new digital test subsystem that multiplies the capabilities of these modular computer-controlled systems.
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comparing the voltages at such pins with preset threshold levels. There are two thresholds, each of which can be set independently anywhere between +12 V and —12 V. One threshold is used for ‘greater than’ decisions and the other for ‘less than’ decisions.

Test rates are determined by the propagation delay of the device under test and the number of pins it’s necessary to update per test. The maximum test rate is approximately 22,000 tests per second, assuming up to five microseconds propagation delay in the device and only 12 pins to be updated per test. If 120 pins need to be updated for every test, then the test rate will drop to 4000 tests per second. In practice the number of pins to be updated will typically vary from test to test and the average test rate will be somewhere between these figures.

The subsystem doesn’t need a standard or known good unit to use as a reference. All test patterns — inputs and outputs — are stored in the computer’s memory or in a bulk memory device such as a disc. However, the software is designed so it’s possible to minimize programming time by specifying only input patterns, using a standard unit to obtain the output patterns.

A programmable delay, ranging from one to 4095 microseconds in 1 μs steps, can be inserted between the application of stimuli to the unit under test and the time the unit’s response is sampled, thereby allowing the unit time to settle.

### Digital Test Subsystem Hardware

In its basic form the 28035A Digital Test Subsystem consists of four instruments: a digital test unit and three power supplies.

The heart of the subsystem is the 9401B Digital Test Unit (DTU) which consists of an instrument case with a card cage. In opposite ends of the card cage are a timing and control card which interfaces to the computer card with a cable, and a load card which terminates the backplane of the card cage and contains test points for all analog voltages within the DTU. All power to the DTU is supplied by the three power supplies. The card cage has room for up to 10 test modules, each of which has a 12-pin test capability. Thus a full DTU has a 120-pin test capability. A 240-pin capability requires two digital test units, and the second DTU requires a separate set of power supplies.

### Software Features

For programming the new digital subsystem a modular software package has been added to ATS BASIC, the interactive language used by all 9500-series systems. It’s designed to make it easy to translate written test
Digital Testing versus Digital Testing

There's more than one kind of digital testing. The two basic kinds are functional testing and parameter testing.

Functional testing can be divided into static functional testing and clocked functional testing. Static functional testing, sometimes called truth-table testing, is used to verify the logic of the unit under test. Patterns of logical 1's and 0's of appropriate voltage levels are supplied to the input pins of the unit under test and its output patterns are compared with the expected patterns. Two comparisons are needed, one to check that the unit responds with the appropriate voltage levels, and the second to check that the pattern of 1's and 0's is correct. The number of tests needed to check a device completely may become very large as the complexity of the device increases, and exhaustive functional testing may not be possible for some sequential logic circuits. Sequential logic may also require a number of input patterns to bring it to a known initial state before testing can begin.

Clocked functional testing is the kind of testing that must be performed on dynamic MOS registers. These devices must be clocked at short intervals or they'll lose their information. Thus the functional test must be carried out at the operational speed of the device.

Parameter testing is divided into dc or static testing and ac or dynamic testing. During dc testing the voltages and currents of the inputs and outputs pins of the unit under test are measured. For an input pin this is done by first bringing the device to a known state and then, without changing the state, applying a known voltage to the input pin and measuring the current. For an output pin, the current is forced and the voltage measured. These tests insure that the device has proper fan-in and fan-out capability. The number of dc tests needed to check a device completely is primarily a function of the number of input and output pins.

Ac tests are those in which time-dependent parameters such as delays, rise and fall times, and pulse widths are measured. This type of test requires a highly controlled test environment to make certain that the waveforms aren't disturbed and the time intervals are measured accurately.

An absolutely complete test would include all of the various kinds of digital testing, but this is seldom done because the cost goes up as more kinds of tests are added. For cost-effectiveness reasons, functional testing is used as the primary method of sorting digital devices and modules. It's capable of detecting most common failures, such as printed-circuit-board cracks, bad lead bonds, and transistor opens or shorts. It's a basic requirement for digital devices of even low complexity and becomes increasingly important as the complexity increases. Static functional tests are the kind made by the new HP 28035A Digital Test Subsystem.

Writing the Program

Next the supply voltage, input levels, and comparator thresholds must be set. If the test system includes digital voltage sources such as the HP 6130B, the ATS BASIC statements will be:

- First the user must decide which pins of the unit under test shall correspond to which DTU pins. Once the unit's pins are renumbered to correspond with the test fixture, the user can begin to write his program. In our example we've chosen to use the first 12 DTU pins.

**How It Works**

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the digital test unit. The computer and the timing and control card in the DTU communicate by means of 16-bit parallel words in a 'handshake' mode of operation. Program and test information is transmitted from the computer and DTU status is available to the computer.

The best way to explain the operation is by an example. We'll use the simple quad NAND gate of Fig. 3 as our unit under test.
Fig. 2. The digital test unit contains driver and comparator circuits for every pin. Input and output pins are specified in the BASIC program and no hardware changes need be made.

to which pins shall be inputs and which pins outputs of the unit under test. The initial program statement is a 'Define' statement, DTUDF(M), where M is a parameter specifying whether you are making a new definition of pins or modifying an existing one. This statement must be followed immediately by two REM statements, one listing the DTU pins that are connected to inputs of the unit under test, and the other listing the DTU pins that are connected to outputs of the unit under test. Thus the program might continue as follows:

```
60 DTUDF (1)
70 REM INPUTS 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12
80 REM OUTPUTS 3, 6, 7, 10
90 DTUSD(5)
100 PRINT "INSERT DEVICE"
110 PAUSE
```

Statement 60 indicates a new definition of pins. It causes the DTU to be cleared such that it's in a known initial state. Statement 70 connects the pins named in it to driver circuits in the DTU by closing reed relays. Statement 80 unmasks the named output pins by opening gates; this allows a failure at one of these pins to be recorded in the result register in the DTU. Pins named as inputs and pins left undefined remain masked and automatically pass all tests.

Statement 90, DTUSD(5) programs a five microsecond delay between the time the inputs are applied and the time the outputs are tested.

Statement 100 calls for action on the part of the operator and statement 110 stops the program to wait for the operator to act. After he inserts the test device the operator restarts the program.

**Specifying the Test Pattern**

The next step in writing the program is to specify the test pattern. Two methods can be used. The first is to select either high or low polarity and then give the list of pin numbers to have that polarity. The sequence of statements is

```
DTUTP(P, Y, S, E)
REM <pin list> T
```

where P specifies the polarity. This method of specifying a test makes for rapid translation of test procedures given as logic timing charts.

When several tests are to be made, several REM statements are used. Each REM statement specifies the...
input pins to be set to the selected polarity and the output pins expected to have that polarity. With this method each test is explicitly stated and is independent of the other tests, so addition or deletion of tests is a simple matter.

REM statements that specify tests must be terminated with the letter T. The remainder of each line following the letter T is ignored by the system and can be used for comments.

The parameters Y and S are entry and exit controls used for specifying such things as branch on fail, branch after test, continue to next test, or repeat test. These parameters allow considerable flexibility in defining the sequence of tests, and are useful in failure analysis and fault isolation. When a branch is called for, control is transferred to statement number E in the BASIC program.

An alternative method of specifying test patterns is to select high or low polarity, give a pin list, and then give a series of zeros and ones indicating whether each pin is to have the selected polarity (1) or the opposite polarity (0). The sequence of statements is

\[
\text{DTUTP}(P, Y, S, E) \\
\text{REM } P <\text{pin list}> \\
\text{REM } <\text{series of zeros and ones}> T.
\]

There is a separate REM<0/1>T statement for each test. This method is useful when the test procedure is given as a truth table.

To eliminate repetitive specification of input pin levels that don't change, there's also a DTUFX statement that fixes specified pins at either logic level until redefined.

For our quad NAND gate example, we'll choose the second method and use the truth table shown in Fig. 3 even though test #1 is superfluous. The program continues as follows.

120 LET Y = 1
130 DTUTP (2, Y, 1, 5000)
140 REM PINS 1-6, 8, 9, 7, 11, 12, 10
150 REM 001 001 001 001 TEST #1
160 REM 011011011011 TEST #2
170 REM 101 101 101 101 TEST #3
180 REM 1101101101 10 TEST #4
190 PRINT "END OF TEST"
200 DTURC(1, T)
210 GO TO 100

Statement 130, DTUTP ( ), alerts the computer that DTU tests follow. Statement 140 defines the sequence in which the pins are referenced in the following lines. Statement 150 causes the packing register in the DTU to be loaded with the programmed inputs and expected outputs. For the first test this would be

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccccccc}
\text{Inputs} & & & & & & & & & & & & \\
\text{DTU Pins} & 1 & 2 & 4 & 5 & 8 & 9 & 11 & 12 & 3 & 6 & 7 & 10 \\
\text{Test} & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
& 2 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
& 3 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
& 4 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

When the packing register is loaded, the complete bit pattern is transferred to the output register on the positive transition of a test pulse, the length of which is programmable and equal to the test delay. From the output register, the test pattern is applied to the drivers and to the logic comparators. All drivers then switch high or low according to the contents of the output register, but only for pins where the reed relays are closed will the driver outputs be transferred to the unit under test. The unit will respond, and the voltage at each output pin will be compared with the preset thresholds in the analog comparators. The logical outputs of the analog comparators drive the logic comparators, which...
## Software Drivers and BASIC Statements for Digital Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver Name and Type</th>
<th>BASIC Statement</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pin-Independent Drivers (interactive mode)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Test Counter</td>
<td>DTURC (R, V)</td>
<td>Read or reset test counter and transfer number of tests performed to BASIC variable V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Test Delay</td>
<td>DTUSD (D)</td>
<td>Wait D microseconds after applying inputs for device under test to settle before checking outputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Synchronization</td>
<td>DTUSS (S)</td>
<td>Select internal or external sync source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pin-Dependent Drivers (interactive mode)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Define Inputs/Outputs</td>
<td>DTUDF (M)</td>
<td>Specifies DTU pins connected to inputs and outputs of unit under test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Fix Levels</td>
<td>DTUFX (P, F)</td>
<td>Fixes specified input pins at polarity P until redefined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Test with Pattern</td>
<td>DTUTP (P, Y, S, E)</td>
<td>Apply logic polarity P to specified input pins and check whether the specified output pins go to that polarity. Branch after test as specified by Y, S, E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Status</td>
<td>DTURS (C, T, P (1), N)</td>
<td>Fill array P(N) with pin numbers that satisfy conditions specified by C and T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test Pattern Array Drivers (compiled mode)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create Test Array</td>
<td>DTUCA (M, A (1), N, X)</td>
<td>Transfers test pattern in compiled form to BASIC COMMON area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test with Array</td>
<td>DTUTA (Y, S, E, A (1), N, X)</td>
<td>Similar to DTUTP ( ), but uses compiled test-pattern array previously stored. Gives maximum test rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Generate Pattern</td>
<td>DTUGP (P, C)</td>
<td>Used with known-good test unit for generating test patterns. Reduces programming effort.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These statements must be followed by one or more REM statements specifying a list of pins and/or logic states.

Compare the outputs to the expected values, and the output of the logic comparators tells whether or not the expected and the actual responses matched on a bit for bit basis. This information is applied to the mask gates, which allow only pins defined as outputs to go through as possible failures. The pass/fail information is retained in the result register on the negative-going edge of the test pulse, that is, after the specified delay to allow the unit under test to settle. One microsecond later a decision will be made on the outputs of the result register by the pass/fail decision logic. If any bit of the result register indicates a failure, the pass/fail line will go to fail. This is transmitted to the computer on a status line, thereby alerting the computer that at least one pin failed.

Suppose the unit under test passes the first test. The packing register is then loaded with the next test pattern, and on the leading edge of the next test pulse the new test pattern is transferred to the output register, and on to the unit under test. Thus the unit is subjected to a non-return-to-zero word for each test pattern. When testing is complete the operator is alerted and statement 200, DTURC ( ), resets the test counter.

If the unit is fault-free a high test rate is maintained. Failures, on the other hand, generally result in slower testing because branching is usually required. Suppose, for example, that pin 1 of the quad NAND gate is stuck high. Then it will fail test #2 because pin 3 will go low when it should go high. Whenever a test fails, control is transferred to statement 5000 of the BASIC program, where 5000 is the last parameter in statement 130.

### Reading Out Results

Suppose we want to know which test and which pin failed. The program could be as follows.

```
5000 DTUTC (2, T)
5010 DTURS (3, 2, P(1), 4)
5020 PRINT "TEST#"; T; "PINS";
5030 FOR I = 1 TO 4
5040 IF P(I) = 0 THEN 5060
5050 PRINT P(I);
```
Statement 5000, DTUTC (2,T), will cause a readout of the test counter, its value to be stored as the variable T. Statement 5010, DTURS ( ), will cause a readout of the result register, and for every failed pin, that pin number will be stored in array P(I). P(I) need only be declared four elements long since only 4 outputs can possibly fail. Pins that haven't failed will be set to zero in P(I). The teleprinter message in this case will be TEST #2 PINS 3 FAILED

Generating and Storing Test Arrays

Test patterns which have been verified by actual testing can be stored as test arrays simply by inserting create-array (DTUCA) statements in the BASIC program before and after the pattern to be stored (see Fig. 4). Subsequent tests using this array are then initiated with a DTUTA statement which is similar to the DTUTP statement used in the example program. For production testing only the array and the DTUTA software are required. The test-generation portion of the program isn't needed any more. This leaves most of the computer's core memory for test arrays.

For very long test sequences which exceed the computer's memory capacity, the DTU software includes parameters to control array segmentation. Long test arrays can be generated in segments and the segments stored on a magnetic disc or tape to be executed sequentially during subsequent testing.

Test arrays can also be created using a unit which is known to be good as a reference to obtain the correct output responses. This method is useful for testing complex printed circuit cards. The user specifies only the input bit patterns, using a DTUGP statement similar to the DTUTP statements in the example program. The system then performs the tests and creates a composite pattern which includes both the programmed input and the output response from the reference unit.

Using this same software feature, it's even possible to avoid specifying inputs. On command, the software will automatically generate binary or Gray code permutations for use as test inputs. Multiphase clocks can also be generated.

To reduce memory requirements and speed up testing, test arrays are compressed before they are stored, taking advantage of the non-return-to-zero characteristic of the hardware, that is, logic states are maintained

Fig. 4. Test pattern created and checked out in interactive mode is stored in compiled form by inserting 'create array' statements in program. Tests run much faster in compiled mode: for a 12-pin device maximum test rates are approximately 22,000 tests per second in compiled mode and 150 in interactive mode.
SPECIFICATIONS
HP 28035A
Digital Test Subsystem

POWER REQUIREMENTS
LINE VOLTAGE: 115 or 230 V ac ±10%
POWER: 1030 W maximum
FREQUENCY: 50 or 60 Hz ±5%

RACK SPACE
9401B 10.5 in.
6266B 5.25 in.
6286B (2) 5.25 in.

OPERATING AMBIENT
Temperature 0°C to 50°C.
Relative Humidity to 95% at 40°C.

NUMBER OF PINS
Each 9401B: 12 to 120 in 12-pin increments.
Maximum: 240 in two 9401B's.

PROGRAMMABLE TEST DELAY
1 μs to 4095 μs in 1 μs increments.

TEST SPEED: Depends on software, number of pins, and test delay.
Maximum speed is 22,700 tests/second in compiled mode and 150 tests/second in interactive mode for 12 pins.

DRIVER
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTED
VOLTAGE RANGE
CURRENT RANGE
HIGH -12 V to +12 V
-10 mA to +30 mA
LOW -30 mA to +10 mA
20 mV max
OFFSET VOLTAGE
1.0 mV typical
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
1.5 ohms typical, 3 ohms max
SLEW RATE
75 V/μs typical

COMPARATOR
VOLTAGE RANGE
MAX VOLTAGE
OFFSET ERROR
BIAS CURRENT
-12 V to +12 V
±30 V
25 mV max
200 nA typical

PRICE: The HP 28035A Digital Test Subsystem is available only for HP 9500-series systems. Typical systems including the digital test subsystem cost from $50,000 up. The digital test subsystem itself costs $6000 per module, and can be added to existing 9500-series systems.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION: AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENTS DIVISION
640 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, California 94304

unless changed. Thus only changes need be transmitted to the DTU.

While only digital testing has been discussed here, 9500 systems are capable of doing both analog and digital testing, or any combination, using standard stimulus and response-measuring devices. Test programs for other types of tests are just as easy to generate as those for digital tests.

Maintenance

Anyone who installs a large test system is faced with a major problem if the test system fails. Down time costs money. The digital test subsystem is designed to be reliable, of course, but since a system that can never fail has yet to be devised, a diagnostic test program was developed to minimize down time should a failure occur. This program is written such that the subsystem is completely exercised and any failure within it is quickly isolated to a replaceable module or cable. With the necessary spare parts available, the time to diagnose a fault, repair it, and be back running again can typically be less than 15 minutes. Most failures can be repaired by plugging in the indicated PC board, and this can be done by relatively unskilled personnel.
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Optical Power Measurements Made Easy

This new low-cost radiant flux meter system gives direct radiometric measurements in the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. It zeros and calibrates itself, too.

By Charles L. Hicks and Michael R. Mellon

Optical measurement is one of the oldest and most fundamental areas of science, yet it's still one of the least mature. Optical energy is generally considered to be the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum between microwave and x-ray frequencies.* Measurements in this region are a separate area of science because optical sources, detectors, and techniques differ markedly from those used in the microwave or x-ray regions of the spectrum. Within the optical region lie the visible wavelengths, those to which the human eye is sensitive.

The need for reliable optical measurements is greater today than ever before, and is felt in such diverse areas as laser development and applications, communication systems, air pollution studies, medicine and astronomy.

Some optical measurements can be made with a high degree of accuracy. Velocity and wavelength are two that can. On the other hand, techniques for measuring the absolute intensity of optical radiation have lagged behind corresponding methods at lower frequencies. This is partly due to the importance of the lower frequencies in radar, missile guidance, and communications, and the consequent emphasis placed on research in these areas during the last three decades. But it's also partly because of the fundamental nature of optical radiation. Everything radiates optical energy: the earth radiates to space, the human body radiates to the environment, every object in a detector's field of view radiates, and the detector itself radiates optical energy to its environment.

What's more, major complications are introduced by the geometry of the optical system: factors such as the detector's field of view, the source's size, shape, and distance from the detector must be taken into account. It's easy to see that experimental technique is a critical factor in optical measurements.

An optical researcher who builds his own power measurement system must solve numerous problems. He must first decide whether he wants the readout to be in photometric or radiometric units (see box, page 15). Next a detector must be chosen, its job being to convert optical power to a measurable voltage or current. There are quantum detectors such as photomultipliers, photodiodes, and phototransistors, and there are thermal detectors such as thermistors, thermopiles, and pyroelectric detectors. Quantum detectors are generally quite fast and have high sensitivity, but their sensitivity depends on the wavelength of the optical radiation. Thermal detectors in general are relatively slow and less sensitive but have the virtue of uniform sensitivity over wide portions of the spectrum (millions of gigahertz in some cases!).

Once the detector is chosen a voltmeter or ammeter to measure its output must be selected. It must be compatible with the detector or a special interface must be built. Finally, the researcher must figure out how to keep his system calibrated and what the worst-case error is likely to be, and then document what he has done so others can use the system.

A Better Way

It's now possible to avoid these selection and interfacing problems, yet have an optical power measurement system that satisfies most requirements for speed, sensitivity, and flat spectral response, automatically zeros and calibrates itself, and is accurate within ±5%. A unique new thin-film thermopile detector, used in the HP Model 8334A Detector, and a precision nanovolt-
meter, the HP 8330A Radiant Flux Meter, give unambiguous readings of irradiance (power per unit area) from the vacuum ultraviolet region of the spectrum to the infrared.

The system (Fig. 1) has ten overlapping irradiance ranges, from 3 \(\mu\text{W/cm}^2\) to 100 mW/cm\(^2\) full scale, suitable for measuring power output from a wide variety of sources such as lasers, gas-discharge devices, incandescent lamps, cathode-ray tubes, light-emitting diodes, infrared sources, and blackbody radiators. No charts or calibration curves are needed because the standard system's spectral response is uniform within \(\pm 3\%\) over a wavelength range of 0.3 \(\mu\text{m}\) to 3.0 \(\mu\text{m}\).* This range can be extended to less than 0.2 \(\mu\text{m}\) and more than 15 \(\mu\text{m}\) using different optical window materials in the detector. With the automatic zero feature, readings can be compensated for background radiation up to \(\pm 100\ \mu\text{W/cm}^2\). This allows operation under normal laboratory light conditions. The automatic calibration feature gives the user confidence in his measurements; it assures that overall system accuracy, including meter and detector, is within \(\pm 5\%\).

**Fast, Broadband Thin-Film Thermopile**

The key to the performance of the new optical power measurement system is the HP-developed thin-film thermopile detector. It converts optical power—ultraviolet or infrared or anything in between—to a dc voltage directly proportional to the power. The thin-film construction minimizes the detector's thermal and inertial mass, thereby giving it fast response and high immunity to mechanical shock. It also allows small geometry, so small that 64 individual thermocouples fit in an area only 0.43 centimeter square. Fig. 2 is a photograph of the detector.

Thermopile construction begins with a sheet of aluminum foil approximately 0.004 inch thick. It's first anodized on one side and then chemically etched on the other to produce an 8 \(\times\) 8 array of 64 square windows—areas where the aluminum has been removed to leave only a thin (750Å) transparent layer of aluminum oxide. Next, antimony and bismuth, the thermocouple materials, are deposited on the anodized side in overlapping patterns (see Fig. 3). The patterns are such that one antimony-bismuth junction is over a window area, the next is over the thicker aluminum-foil substrate, or non-window area, the next is again over a window, and so on. The junctions over the solid non-window areas are the 'cold' or reference junctions. The aluminum-foil substrate is thick compared to the oxide, antimony, and bismuth layers, so the substrate acts as a heat sink and tends to hold the junctions over it at a uniform temperature near ambient. The junctions over the thin window areas are the 'hot' junctions. To make them hot, a black optical absorber is deposited over the window areas.

\* 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) = 10\(^{-6}\) meter = 1 micron = 10,000 Å.
Fig. 2. Unique, HP-designed thin-film thermopile detector has fast five-millisecond response, low drift, and high immunity to mechanical shock.

Fig. 3. Thin-film thermopile consists of 64 antimony-bismuth thermocouples connected in series.

Non-window areas remain reflective. Each hot-cold junction pair constitutes a thermocouple, so the complete thermopile has 64 thermocouples. All are connected in series.

When the thermopile is exposed to optical radiation the black junctions absorb energy and their temperature increases while the shiny, heat-sunk junctions reflect energy and remain near ambient temperature. This temperature difference results in a thermoelectric voltage. For antimony-bismuth couples, this voltage is about 100 μV/°C. Since the thermopile has 64 couples connected in series it has an overall sensitivity close to 6.4 mV/°C.

The black optical absorber is gold-black,* chosen primarily because of its high ratio of absorbence to mass, and because its absorbence is constant from the vacuum ultraviolet to the far infrared. Thanks to its low mass, the detector responds in less than five milliseconds to a change in optical power, much faster than other thermal detectors, which often take several seconds to respond. And because of the constant absorbence of gold-black, the detector’s response is limited primarily by the optical window placed in front of it. The window isn’t necessary, but it reduces noise caused by air turbulence and prolongs the life of the detector by keeping out dust and chemically corrosive atmospheres. Fig. 4 shows the detector’s response to different wavelengths with several types of windows.

At very long wavelengths in the infrared (greater than 40 μm) the thermopile’s absorbing efficiency drops because some of the radiation is reflected. To minimize this effect the thermopile is mounted at the focus of a gold-plated hemispherical dome which re-reflects to the thermopile much of the energy that’s reflected from it. The thermopile is sealed in the dome and the entire assembly is placed in contact with a massive aluminum block for temperature stabilization. To minimize the effects of handling and rapid ambient-temperature fluctuations, the assembly is isolated from the impact-resistant plastic case.

A field-stop aperture in the detector assembly restricts the detector’s field of view to a solid angle of 0.1 steradian.** This makes it easy to convert the system’s irradiance readings to radiance units (W/cm²/sr); you just multiply by 0.1. Under appropriate conditions, readings can also be converted to radiant flux, which has units of watts. Irradiance, radiance, and radiant flux are radiometric units typically used for measuring optical power from point sources, wide-area sources, and beams, respectively (see page 15).

On the front of the detector housing is a removable bezel with 30 mm camera threads for mounting adapters to hold lenses, filters, or shutters. Behind the bezel is a 3/4-in diameter cavity which holds filters at the same temperature as the thermopile to minimize self-emission in the infrared region.

A Sensitive Nanovoltmeter

The successful application of this sensitive detector required that the input amplifier of the 8330A Radiant Flux Meter be an ultra-stable dc amplifier capable of making reliable measurements in the nanovolt range.†

The amplifier is a synchronous design (see Fig. 5) which uses a precision electromechanical chopper to convert the dc output voltage from the detector to a

* Gold-black is pure gold evaporated so that it forms an extremely rough surface, so rough that it appears black because it absorbs nearly all incoming optical radiation.

** 0.1 steradian is equivalent to 10.5° linear half-angle from the optical axis.

† 1 nanovolt = 10⁻⁹ volt = 0.000000001 volt.
107-Hz ac voltage with an amplitude proportional to the dc voltage. Low-level ac voltages are much easier to amplify than dc voltages, since dc drift can be eliminated in ac amplifiers.

After the dc voltage is converted to ac it's amplified by narrow-band amplifiers which reject noise and power-line-related interference. Once amplified, the voltage is converted back to dc and displayed on the meter. There's an optimum ratio between the amounts of ac and dc amplification in such a system. If there's too much ac amplification the system will tend to saturate on line-related interference. If there's too much dc amplification, drift increases. In the final design temperature-induced drift referred to the input is typically less than one nanovolt per °C and line-related interference isn't a problem. Dynamic range is approximately 100 dB.

Noise was a primary consideration in the design of the amplifier system, since it's the overall noise level that determines the smallest amount of optical power that can be measured. For this reason the first amplifier stage (after the chopper and an input transformer) is a special low-noise junction-FET amplifier. Referred to the primary of the input transformer, the noise attributable to the entire 8330A meter is less than the thermal noise in the detector. Thus the system's sensitivity is limited more by the thermal-noise characteristics of the detector than by the amplifier.

**Automatic Zeroing**

It's convenient to be able to use an optical power meter in normal laboratory light as well as in dark rooms. It should therefore have a zero-suppression capability so the user can compensate for background or ambient radiation and measure only the source rather than the source plus the background. Instead of the usual manually operated zero control, the 8330A has an automatic pushbutton meter-zeroing system. Pressing a single switch zeros the system with electronic speed and accuracy, and the user doesn't have to take his eyes off his experiment.

The zeroing circuit (see Fig. 5) consists essentially of a comparator amplifier and a long-term analog memory connected in a negative-feedback loop. When the front-panel MODE switch is moved to ZERO, the voltage across the meter is electronically compared to a zero-voltage reference. If there's an offset the difference voltage is amplified and channeled through a MOSFET source follower back to the input, where it nulls out the offset. The circuit will reduce any offset up to ±300 times the lowest meter range to less than 2% of the lowest range in less than two seconds.

After zeroing, the user returns the MODE switch to its OPERATE position. This causes the output of the comparator amplifier to be disconnected from the analog memory, which is a polystyrene capacitor connected to the gate terminal of the MOSFET. The voltage that was required to zero the instrument then remains on the capacitor because the only discharge paths are via surface leakage and through the insulated gate of the MOSFET, both very high impedances. The discharge time constant
Multitudinous Applications

Versatility and performance make the HP 8330A/8334A System useful in diverse ways in optics, process control, analytical science, and other fields. Here are some typical uses.

Electro-optical Measurements

- radiant power from optical sources such as lasers, monochromators, gas-discharge devices, incandescent lamps, CRT's, LED's, infrared sources, blackbody radiators, ultraviolet sources
- analysis of optical input/output and memory devices for computers
- polarization studies (with polarizing filter)
- direct comparison of emissions at different wavelengths from continuous or discrete sources
- precision calibration of other optical detectors over broad spectral regions
- photographic and holographic exposure levels
- transmission and reflection characteristics of filters, lenses, mirrors, optical coatings, thin-films, liquids, and gases
- wideband output leveling of sources and monochromators
- determination of spectral outputs of sources (with tunable optical filter or monochromator)
- infrared research, development, and production
- educational demonstrations.

Process Control and Analytical Science

- Remote, non-contacting temperature measurement of physical objects using infrared radiation (useful for moving, liquid, or semi-plastic objects and for inaccessible, radioactive, or corrosive environments)
  \[ \text{watts/cm}^2 = \varepsilon \sigma (T^4 - T_0^4), \text{ where} \]
  \[ \varepsilon = \text{emissivity of surface of emitter} \]
  \[ \sigma = \text{Stefan-Boltzmann constant} = 5.67 \times 10^{-8} \text{ watts/cm}^2/K^4 \]
  \[ T = \text{unknown temperature in K of emitter} \]
  \[ T_0 = \text{temperature in K of detector (normally ambient temperature)} \]
- infrared mapping of temperature
- rapid detection of small temperature differentials
- ambient illumination measurements
- ambient sunlight level measurements for agricultural and photochemical air pollution studies
- photobiological studies of plant growth and photosynthesis
- wideband optical detection system for optical spectroscopy, useful for ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectroscopy at discrete wavelengths with narrowband filters
- color control and analysis (tri-stimulus)
- control of ultraviolet-activated chemical processes such as phototetching of printed circuits, microcircuits and chemical milling processes
- monitoring laser power in laser micro-machining applications.

* Laser beams should be attenuated and/or diffused for best results.

of the analog memory is extremely long—typically several weeks. To preserve this long time constant the memory circuit is thoroughly cleaned and encapsulated in a silicone compound to keep out moisture.

Automatic Calibration

Among the significant contributions of the 8330A/8334A system is its built-in self-calibrating feature. Instead of requiring the user to make screwdriver adjustments while measuring an external optical standard, the new system has a completely self-contained precision electronic calibrator. It’s made possible by the fact that an ac voltage superimposed across the output terminals of the thermopile detector will dissipate power in the thermopile and cause a temperature rise, and this in turn will cause a thermoelectric voltage to be generated. Thus it’s possible to substitute lower-frequency ac power for optical power when calibrating the system. In the 8330A a precision ac calibration voltage is derived from an electronic oscillator which operates at a frequency of 10 kHz.

Calibration is done automatically by a feedback technique similar to that used for automatic zeroing. The same front-panel MODE switch that’s used for zeroing the instrument also has a CALIBRATE position. When the switch is placed in this position several things happen. First, regardless of the range setting, the instrument internally switches itself to the 3 mW/cm² range. At the same time, the precision internal electronic calibrator is connected across the thermopile detector, causing a minute temperature rise and a corresponding thermoelectric output voltage. The meter voltage is then electronically compared to 1.000 volt (full scale). If the gain of the system is properly adjusted the calibrator power will cause a detector output sufficient to give a full-scale reading on the 8330A meter. If it doesn’t, the output comparator amplifier will sense a difference or error voltage. The comparator will amplify the difference and feed a correcting voltage through an analog memory circuit to the gate of a junction FET, which is used as a variable resistor in the feedback loop of one of the ac amplifiers. If the detector sensitivity is too high the correcting voltage will reduce the gain of the system to compensate for the high sensitivity. If the sensitivity is too low it will raise the gain.

This process is entirely controlled by the single front-panel switch and takes about one second. The MODE switch is then returned to the OPERATE position. This disengages the calibrator, returns the instrument to the range indicated on the front panel and disconnects the
comparator's output from the memory circuit. Again, however, the voltage that was required to calibrate the

Units of Optical Power

Optical instruments in common use today are designed to measure optical intensity in either of two distinct systems of units—radiometric and photometric.

Radiometric units are based on fundamental considerations of energy and power. As such, they are defined independently of wavelength and are equally applicable in the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions of the spectrum. The new HP 8330A/8334A Radiant Flux Meter System makes radiometric measurements.

Photometric or psychophysical units are intended only for applications related to the human eye. A photometric instrument, reading in such units as lumens, footcandles, or footlamberts, duplicates the spectral response of the 'standard' human eye (as defined by the 1931 CIE curve), which peaks sharply in the yellow-green and falls off quite rapidly in the blue and red. Photometric instruments shouldn't be used in general applications where absolute measurements are needed or where measurements made at different wavelengths—especially outside the visible—are directly compared. Serious errors can result from misuse of these instruments. For example, errors incurred in measuring the outputs of mercury arc lamps (often used in chemical processing) with a photometric instrument rather than a radiometric one might easily exceed 600%.

Frequently used radiometric units are irradiance, radiant flux, and radiance.

As a final calibration step, the user adjusts the front-panel CAL FACTOR switch to agree with the calibration factor printed on the 8334A detector. This is necessary because each thermopile has a slightly different response to 10 kHz power and optical energy. The calibration factor is measured during manufacture using standards traceable to the National Bureau of Standards and is indicated on the label of each detector.

This convenient electronic calibration scheme allows the user to calibrate his system periodically without having to maintain an optical standards laboratory. Not only does it offer him the ability to make rapid and easy calibration, it also serves as a check, giving him confidence in the system. If the meter doesn't go to full scale during the calibrating sequence the user has an obvious indication of malfunction. With conventional systems the detector's sensitivity could change drastically (and often does) and the user might not become aware of it for some time.
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